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Liaison to Academic Recovery Team in the Emergency Operations Center:

Hansjoerg Goeritz goeritz@utk.edu

1. Communications

Megan Boehnke mboehnke@utk.edu convener
Amber Roessner aroessne@utk.edu
Amanda Womac awomac1@utk.edu

2. Faculty affairs

John Zomchick zomchick@utk.edu convener
Jenny Fowler jcfowler@utk.edu
Andy Kramer akramer@utk.edu
Bonny Ownley bownley@utk.edu
Jerry Riehl jriehl@utk.edu
Matthew Theriot mtheriot@utk.edu

3. Finance and administration

Mark Savage mark@utk.edu convener
Betsy Adams betsy.adams@utk.edu
Jeff Gerkin jgerkin@utk.edu
Gary Gray ggray5@utk.edu
Tiffany Harmon tharmon2@utk.edu

4. Graduate instruction, programs, and policies

Dixie Lee Thompson dixielee@utk.edu convener
Kathy Abbott kcooper@utk.edu
Claudia Kirk ckirk4@utk.edu
Beauvais Lyons blyons@utk.edu
Todd Moore tmoore24@utk.edu
Paula Schaefer paula.schaefer@tennessee.edu

5. Graduation issues, Commencement, and Graduate Hooding
Beth Gladden  beth.gladden@tennessee.edu  convener
Sara Bradberry  sbradberry@utk.edu
Ryan Carter  rcarte30@utk.edu
George Drinnon  gdrinnon@utk.edu
Missy Parker  mparker1@utk.edu
Jana Spitzer  jspitzer@utk.edu

6. Student success, employment, admissions, and recruitment

Amber Williams  awill337@utk.edu  convener
Kari Alldredge  kallldre1@utk.edu
Shea Kidd Houze  shouze@utk.edu
Missy Parker  mparker1@utk.edu
Gretchen Neisler  gneisler@utk.edu
Celena Tulloss  cttulloss@utk.edu

7. Undergraduate instruction, programs, and policies

Jennifer Gramling  jgramlin@utk.edu  convener
Chuck Collins  collins@utk.edu
Alison Connor  aconnor@utk.edu
Jennifer Hardy  jhardy11@utk.edu
Heather Hartman  hhartman@utk.edu
R.J. Hinde  rhinde@utk.edu
Lane Morris  mmorris1@utk.edu
Noah Rost  rost@utk.edu
Joe Scogin  jscogin@utk.edu
Anthony Welch  awelch8@utk.edu